By using and accessing any of the web pages constructed by CS Websites, you shall be deemed to have accepted, and agreed to be bound by the terms of this General Disclaimer which shall be governed by the laws of the Canada and subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of Canadian Courts.

Any use of this site is done at your risk. CS Websites will not be liable for any direct, incidental, consequential, indirect or punitive damages arising out of your access to or use of any CS Website constructed website however they may arise. CS Websites assumes no responsibility for any damages that you may incur resulting from any viruses, malware and/or spyware that may infect your computer, software or other equipment.

The contents of this web site are copyrighted, but use may be made of materials for study purposes. Republication of material is not allowed in any form without consent, unless specifically indicated.

Any linked sites are not under the control of CS Websites and CS Websites is not responsible for the contents of any linked site or any link contained in the linked site. CS Websites is providing these links to you only as a convenience and the inclusion of any link does not imply endorsement of the site by CS Websites.

We believe that all material appearing on any CS Website constructed websites can be legitimately published here by us. If you are a rights holder of any of the works appearing and believe we are infringing your copyright, please contact us. We will either ensure that the ownership is properly attributed or remove the work promptly.

The documents on any CS Website constructed websites provide access to the World Wide Web. Because this website is connected to the Internet, once you leave the CS Website constructed site, CS Websites cannot control the information you access. Each individual site has its own set of policies about what information is appropriate for public access.

The information and data included on these CS Websites constructed website pages has been compiled by CS Websites from a variety of sources, and are subject to change without notice. CS Websites makes no warranties or representations whatsoever regarding the quality, content, completeness, or adequacy of such information and data. In any situation where printed publications differ from the text contained in this system, the printed documents take precedence.

CS Websites is a private contractor that constructs websites for various individuals, proprietors and companies and is not responsible for information posted by request of these said individuals, proprietors and companies. CS Websites is not responsible for content, transactions or advice offered on any and all CS Website constructed websites.

If misleading, inaccurate or otherwise inappropriate information is brought to our attention, a reasonable effort will be made to fix or remove it. Such concerns should be addressed in the first instance to the contact information on www.cswebsites.com.